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Students from eight foreign coun-
tries attended the Western Regional
Extension Winter School in this col-
lege last February, including 14 from
India.

Many warm friendships, between
visitors and staff people, developed as
the former were welcomed to the Tuc-
son homes of their hosts.

A delightfully interesting Indian
from the Punjab, a man strikingly
handsome with flowing beard and
colored turban, was asked: "What im-
pressed you most about the United
States ?"

Without hesitation he replied: "The
fact that very likely President Johnson
is having the same kind of food for
dinner tonight as I am." He explained
that in his part of the world it was
inconceivable that most of the people
could have pretty much the same diet,
that they might have three meals a
day, and could be without extreme
hunger.

The idea that most of a nation can
have the same dietary level, without
the extremes of luxury and poverty,
amazed this visitor.

But then he went on : "Blue jeans
interest me, too. In your country the
working people wear these blue jeans,
but also professional people when
they are not working, around their
homes on Saturdays, and even going
shopping or to the bank.

"You dress so much alike - one
cannot tell by his clothes or the auto-
mobile a man drives whether he is
rich or poor. It is confusing. In my
country one can tell a man's level of
life by the clothes he wears. Here it
is so different."

Perhaps this wisely observant visi-
tor, in a spontaneous and unbiased
manner, has given a refreshing answer
to those who condemn American ag-
riculture for an efficiency which, re-
garding a few crops, has outrun im-
mediate needs.

We would rather have a few stored
surpluses surpluses for school
lunches, surpluses to help our allies,
surpluses to use as bargaining power
in the cold war than to have mil-
lions of humans going to bed hungry
each night.

We appreciate the comments made
by our Indian friend.
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Our Cover Picture
The cover picture on this issue

of PROGRESSIVE AGRICULTURE
is a typical desert grassland view of
Santa Cruz County rangeland. We
have chosen it for two reasons, be-
cause of Bruce Kell's description of
the agriculture of Santa Cruz County,
and likewise because of the article,
also in this issue, about southern Ari-
zona cattle ranching cost and size
relationships.

The picture on our cover was taken
by Dr. R. R. Humphrey, who has
ranged with a ready camera and
scientist's critical eye over all Arizona.
Dr. Humphrey, professor of Range
Management, now is in Brazil with
our U of A team of agricultural scien-
tists, extending his teaching and re-
search efforts in that country.

His photograph borrowed for this
magazine, the foreground framed by
the prickly ocotillo and boulders, the
background of bajadas sloping off a
range of distant mountains, is most
pleasing to the eye. We hope you
like it.

Published bimonthly by the College of
Agriculture, The University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, Harold E. Myers, dean.

Entered as second -class matter March 1,
1949, at the post office at Tucson, Arizona,
under the act of August 24, 1912.

Reprinting of articles, or use of infor-
mation in Progressive Agriculture in
Arizona, by newspapers and magazines
is permitted, with credit.

Editor: John Burnham.
Editorial Board Members: Mildred R.

Jensen, Mitchell G. Vavich, Robert E. Den-
nis, William H. Hale and Director George
E. Hull, ex- officio.

MAY
3 -Rural Life Sunday
7-Annual Cattle Feeders' Day

Program - Casa Grande
Highway and Campbell Ave.
Farms

8 8th Annual Poultry Industry
Day Poultry Research Cen-
ter, Tucson

JUNE
1- 5 -Town & Country Life Confer-

ence, U of A Campus
3-Annual Meeting of the Ari-

zona Homemakers Council -
1:00-5:00 p.m. U of A
Campus, Tucson

8 -12 -State Junior Leaders Labora-
tory Friendly Pines Camp,
Prescott

16 -18- Western Society of Crop Sci-
ence Student Union Bldg.,
U of A Campus

20 -24 -59th Annual Meeting of Amer-
ican Dairy Science Assn., U of
of A Campus

JULY
27-31-State 4 -H Roundup -U of A

Campus, Tucson

AUGUST
12- 14 -FFA Leadership Conference

-U of A Campus
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Joe P. Bail

Passage by Congress of the
Vocational Education Act of 1963
heralds a new era for vocational
and technical education in the
years ahead. With reference to
agricultural education, the act
redefines the objectives of the
program to include using any
amounts allotted "for vocational
education in any occupation in-
volving knowledge and skills in
agricultural subjects, whether or
not such occupation involves

Dr. Bail is on sabbatic leave from Cornell
University where he is chairman of the Di-
vision of Agricultural Education in the New
York State College of Agriculture. He is
now visiting research professor of Agricul-
tural Education at The University of Arizona.
Dr. Bail is conducting the study under the
direction of Dr. R. W. Cline, head of the
Department of Agricultural Education.
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work of the farm or of the farm
home, and such education may
be provided without directed or
supervised practice on a farm."

This new interpretation of the scope
and content of courses in agricultural
education provides opportunity for
development of programs to meet
needs of workers in agricultural occu-
pations off the farm as well as those
of the farm or ranch.

Whereas at one time the traditional
program was available only to stu-
dents preparing to enter farming, any
student may now enroll in an agricul-
tural course if he or she feels that it
will provide the educational prepara-
tion necessary to enter any occupa-
tion in the vast industry of agriculture.

Making Arizona Study
In order to keep pace with the pro-

visions of the new bill, and to more
nearly meet the needs of Arizona's

AN EMERGING ASPECT of the instruc-
tional program in agriculture in

many Arizona high schools is the area of
ornamental horticulture and landscaping.

agricultural industry, a comprehensive
review and study of existing and pro-
jected programs in the high schools of
Arizona is under way.

Sponsored cooperatively by the De-
partment of Agricultural Education of
The University of Arizona and the
Arizona Department of Vocational
Education, the study is designed to
provide guidelines for development
of new programs in agricultural edu-
cation. Leaders in agriculture, edu-
cation, business, farm and ranch or-
ganizations, and others will be in-
volved in the study. Information will
be obtained from the 35 Arizona high
schools now offering courses in voca-
tional agriculture to learn how well
they are serving the various ability
levels in high school, especially in re-
lation to job requirements of off -farm
occupations in agriculture.

New Pilot Programs
Special pilot programs and new de-

velopments now in progress in a num-
ber of high schools will receive in-
tensive study as a basis for future
courses, procedures and facilities.
These programs include new horti-
culture and plant propagation courses
in high schools at Coolidge, Mesa,
Phoenix, and Tempe, and land lab-
oratories at Agua Fria, Antelope,
Coolidge, Florence, Marana, Phoenix,
San Simon and Washington ( Glen-
dale district ) . A new basic course in

(Continued on next page)

BELOW, PHOTO SHOWS boys in Amphi-
theater High School, Tucson, learning the
principles of engine maintenance and
overhaul as a part of their instructional
program in agricultural mechanics.



PICACHO COTTON OUR MYSTERY PICTURE
' `; n/N./
9'F._ . .i p:.Æ.... i..,',/u,,.%.:"

Did you know that a cotton
field bloomed and thrived at the
very base of Picacho Peak, just 40
horseback miles northwest of
Tucson? The picture above says

so. Yet, driving by, we've just
never seen a cotton field that
near the base of the mountain.
Turn to Page 24 for the answer
to this mystery picture.

Farm Income $582 Million Developing Resources
Gross value of crops and livestock

produced on Arizona's farms and
ranches during 1963 totaled $581.9
million. This was below the record
$588.3 million of 1962, but still was
substantially above the average for
the previous ten years. Decreases in
cotton production and declines in
cattle prices were the major factors
responsible for the lower income.

In four counties ( Mohave, Coco-
nino, Navajo, and Apache), citizens
have organized development councils
with the aim of developing resources
in their areas. The members of these
councils have contributed much time
and effort. These organizations have
stressed inventorying and analyzing
their resources and are now develop-
ing action programs based upon the
analyses.

(Continued from Previous Page)
agricultural mechanics at Casa
Grande high school and a prototype
class in agricultural science in Coo-
lidge high school will receive special
attention as a part of the study.

The new act also provides special
monies for development of programs
designed to meet the special voca-
tional education needs of youths, par-
ticularly youths in economically de-
pressed communities who have aca-
demic, socio- economic, or other han-
dicaps that prevent them from suc-
ceeding in the regular vocational edu-
cation programs.

Large Sums Budgetted

Under the new legislation, Arizona
is slated to receive $438,040 through
the fiscal year ending June 3, 1964;
$865,145 through fiscal year 1965;
$1,295,892 through 1966; and $1,642,-
680 each year thereafter providing
full funds are appropriated by Con-
gress. These funds are to be used in
any of the existing programs in voca-
tional education.

Full details of the act may be found
in Public Law 88 -210, 88th Congress,
1st Session, 1963.

Cochise County
KAWT, Douglas -6:15 a.m. Mon.

through Fri.
KHIL, Willcox - Mon. thru Fri.,

2 p.m.
Coconino County

KCLS, Flagstaff Tues. and Thurs.,
8:20 a.m.

KGLS, Flagstaff ( Home Agent) -
Thurs., 9:45 a.m.

KPGE, Page Fri., 2:30 p.m.
Graham County

KATO, Safford Sat., 9:30 a.m.
Mon. thru Fri., 12:45 p.m. ( daily)

Maricopa County
KTAR, Phoenix Mon. thru Fri.,
5:55 a.m.
KOY, Phoenix Tues. thru Sat.,
5:40 a.m.
KOY, Phoenix Sunday Garden

Club of The Air, 8:35 a.m.
KPHO, Phoenix Mon., Cotton

Report, 12:40 p.m.
KPHO, Phoenix Thurs., Dairy

and Livestock Report, 12:40 p.m.
KUPD, Phoenix Mon. thru Fri.,

5:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
KCAL, Phoenix Mon. thru Sat.,

6:30 a.m.
Mohave County

KAAA, Kingman Ion., 10:45 a.m.
Navajo County

KDJI, Holbrook Tues., 1:00 to
1:15 p.m.

Pinal County
KPIN, Casa Grande Mon. thru

Sat., 6:55 a.m.; Mon. and Fri.,
9:30 a.m.; Tues., Thurs. and Sat.,
12:20 p.m.

Santa Cruz County
KNOG, Nogales - Mon., 6:30 a.m.

Yavapai County
KYCO, Prescott

Fri., 5:55 p.m.
KNOT, Prescott

Fri., 5:35 a.m.
Yuma County

KVOY, Yuma
5:45 a.m.

KYUM, Yuma
6:25 a.m.

- Mon., Wed. and

Mon., Wed and

- Mon. thru Fri.,

- Mon. thru Fri.,

Eggs Bring $5 Million
Total sales from poultry and eggs in

Arizona during 1963 reached $7.4 milt
lion compared to $7.5 million in 1962.
Eggs were the major source of in-
come, producing $5.0 million, slightly
down from $5.2 million in 1962.

Progressive Agriculture Page 4



Nematode Control Increases

Yields of Infested Citrus

John H. O'Bannon and Harold W. Reynolds

The citrus nematode ( Tylenchulus semipenetrans )
is a worm of microscopic size which feeds on citrus
roots. It has been found in all of the principal citrus
producing regions of the world, including Arizona,

IIwhere it was first recognized in 1926.

Citrus nematodes damage feeder roots of citrus,
causing damage which debilitates the trees over a period
of several seasons. The result is a progressive decline
which is manifest in a general unhealthy appearance
of the foliage of the tree and a reduction in yield and
size of fruit.

Having reached a certain stage of decline, the tree
tends to remain in a weakened state indefinitely, neither
improving very much nor dying.

Nematocide Effective
Experiments during the past 10 years have shown

that the citrus nematode can be controlled and growth
and yield of citrus trees can be improved by treatment
with a chemical which kills the nematodes, thus elimi-
nating the damage to the feeder roots. The chemical
is the nematocide, 1,2- dibromo -3- chloropropane ( DBCP ),
sold under the trade names "Nemagon" and "Fumazone ".
It is applied to citrus groves by mixing with five or six
inches of irrigation water.

The apparatus for this is fairly simple, consisting of
a device for metering the chemical and delivering of an
emulsifiable formulation at the point of greatest turbu-
lence of the inflowing irrigation water, so that it is
thoroughly and evenly mixed with the water. The

The authors are nematologists in the Crops Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
University of Arizona Cotton Research Center.

CITRUS NEMATODE infected grapefruit tree shown at left,
above. Uppermost portion of this tree shows extensive dieback,
small leaves and sparseness of foliage. Tree at right, above, is
a grapefruit tree four years after DBCP treatment. Note the
abundant shoot growth, larger leaves and lush dense foliage.

operation is carried out at a time when the soil is in
good filth, free of weeds and as level as possible.

In groves which are not level or have a little too
much slope, cross checks may be used to facilitate even
distribution. The amount used is two to six gallons of
the emulsifiable formulation, which contains one to three
gallons of active ingredient, respectively.

As early as six months after experimental applica-
tions, improved vegetative response of grapefruit trees
has been noted. Continued improvement resulted over
several years. This consisted of increased shoot growth
and larger leaves, accompanied by greater tree density
than in adjacent untreated trees. The better growth
results in increased yields and larger fruit for a period
of several years.

Yields Increased
In one experiment the yield of treated trees was

22 percent more than that of adjacent untreated trees
the first crop after treatment. Fruit size ranged from
44 to 70 percent larger over a three -year period.

Treatment of a navel orange grove gave similar re-
sults. Yield increases were 12, 38 and 24 percent re-
spectively for the first three years after treatment, and
in the second and third years fruit sizes increased by
22 and 11 percent.

The improvement lasts for about as many years as
the number of gallons of DBCP used for treatment, then
should be repeated to prevent the trees from returning
to the decline state. This can happen, because it is vir-
tually impossible to kill all of the nematodes. A small
percentage escape the treatment and multiplication of
their progeny can return the trees to a state of decline
if not checked in time.

However, there is no apparent reason why the
treatment cannot be repeated at intervals for an in-
definite period. The increased yields are sufficient
to pay for it several times over during the effective
period of the treatment.



SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
Bruce Kell

They tell a little story:

In Europe, all Americans are
Yankees. In the United States,
southerners classify all northern-
ers as Yankees. In the north, we
recognize that only New Eng-
landers are Yankees. In New
England, a Vermonter is a Yan-
kee. And in Vermont a true Yan-
kee is an old timer who eats
apple pie and cheese for break-
fast.

So it goes countries, states and
counties. The closer you get to a
place the more you realize how dif-
ferent it is from other places.

Take Santa Cruz County, for ex-
ample. It is just like Pima County on
the north and west, and like Cochise
on the east until you take a close
look.

Same But Different
Then you realize that Santa Cruz,

smallest county ( 1246 square miles )
in Arizona, has many individual char-
acteristics.

It is farthest south in the state, yet
has an exhilarating climate, with cool
mountain valleys and the clearest air
in the world.

It is range country, pretty much,

Bruce Kell is as well trained for the par-
ticular county he serves as one can be. The
chief items of Extension interest in Santa
Cruz County are livestock and 4 -H. Bruce
had two years in Michigan as a county 4 -H
club agent, and his major, when he was
in college, was in Animal Husbandry. Born
in Indiana, Mr. Kell attended Michigan State
University, graduating with his B.S. degree
in 1949. He spent eight years in extension
work in Michigan, then cane to Arizona to
improve the health of a child. He was ap-
pointed to the U of A Extension staff July 1,
1957, as a county agent in Pinal County.
He then went, after a year and a half in
Pinal, to Nogales as county- agent -in- charge
of the newly opened Santa Cruz Extension
office.

WINNING BULL at the Arizona National Livestock Show in Phoenix was this big
Santa Gertrudis from San Cayetano Ranch. Brand numbers indicate certification by
the breed association, which does not certify animals until after they are grown.

One of a Series
This is fourth in a series

of articles describing Ari-
zona counties and their ag-
riculture. Featured in our
next issue will be G i l a
County.

but some of its best cattle are raised
on irrigated pasture without a
mesquite or creosote bush to rub
against.

It grows no commercial fruits and
vegetables yet more of these pour
through Santa Cruz County than al-
most anywhere else.

While the smallest county, it still
has some of the best beef herds in
the country, and a greater number of
beef breeds.

It is "old" country, in the sense
that it was settled before the rest of
Arizona ( the first newspaper in the
state was at Tubac ) , yet the county
seat, Nogales, is an ethnic mixture,
and is known nationally as the hap-
piest integrated of any bi- ethnic com-
munity in America.

A Friendly Battleground

Santa Cruz County has been scarred
by the arrows and bullets of half a
dozen different cultures and to-
day is the friendliest place on earth.

It still has a few oldtime prospec-
tors, setting out into the mountains
with picks and pack burros and it
has communities recently refurbished
by some of the stellar names in Holly-
wood, and clustered with them are
artist colonies, with excellent artists
gathered from a wide area into this
friendly land.

Santa Cruz County has, roughly,
795,000 acres of semi -desert range-
land. The "roughly" in the above
sentence is applicable, too, for these
cattle feed up and down the sides of
half a dozen mountain ranges.

The county has 7,000 acres of irri-
gated farmland, chiefly in the Santa
Cruz river valley. This river offers
lush bottomland soil and plentiful
irrigation water. Surprisingly, 1,200
acres of this irrigated land is not in
food crops but in permanent pasture

(Continued on next page)
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
(Continued from Previous Page)

and - again surprisingly - most of
that pasture is not alfalfa.

Fat Red Cattle
Santa Cruz County has, on such

permanent pasture and elsewhere,
some of the best Santa Gertrudis cattle
in the country. These rugged big
cherry -red cattle, genetically three -
eighths Brahman and five-eighths
Shorthorn, were started as a distinct
breed 40 years ago on the famed King
Ranch in Texas. Much refined, more
closely typed but still constantly im-
proving, these cattle have found a
home - and buyers a Mecca - on
these Santa Cruz pastures.

The county also has one of the best
Charolais herds in the nation, owned
by famed movie star Stewart Granger.
It has one of the country's very good
Brangus herds, as well as the predom-
inating Herefords and the black
Angus, the traditional British breeds.

Because the permanent pasture
type of beef cattle husbandry is un-
usual in Arizona, a description of one
such setup is warranted. Take, for
example, the San Cayetano Ranch at
Tumacacori. This is a 500 -acre farm

Iwith
180 acres in permanent irrigated

pasture. The pasture mixture, com-
mercially made up, includes alta ( or
meadow ) fescue, orchardgrass, birds -
foot trefoil and burnett.

This was selected for several rea-
sons. The grasses, unlike alfalfa or

YEARLING CHAROLAIS heifer on Yerba
Buena Ranch. This is typical of growth
of this breed on irrigated grass pasture.

other legumes, carry no bloat hazard.
The combination of grasses gives wide
variety, with one variety or another
affording vigorous growth - and
feed at almost all seasons of the
year. Thus one warm- season grass
may have heavy growth at one sea-
son, replaced in cold weather by a
cool season variety.

Efficient Water System
Water is close to the surface in the

lush Santa Cruz Valley. San Caye-
tano has three wells which can pro-
duce a total of 5,000 gallons per min-
ute. Depth of wells is 30 feet. An
intricate system of concrete -lined
ditches, pipelines and gates makes it
possible for one man to handle all the
irrigation. The pastures are flood -
irrigated.

Pastures are small, five or six acres,
and are heavily grazed for a week.

STEWART GRANGER, below, with a 21/2 year old Charolais bull on his Yerba Buena
Ranch. Note depth of loin, indicating meatiness.

Then the cattle are taken to another
pasture in the rotation series, while
the used pasture is irrigated and fer-
tilized and given three weeks to re-
gain its growth before the next week
of use.

Walter Hanson, manager of San
Cayetano, and owner Charles C. Day,
agree that this pasture -rotation sys-
tem is best for their use. The ulti-
mate in feed growth is reached and
used, the animals can "fill up" quickly
and without too much travel, and the
animals are concentrated near head-
quarters handy for a ranch which
specializes in the sale of breeding
stock.

An interesting sideline is a cutting
of around two tons of excess grass per
acre each spring. This grass hay is
eagerly sought by horsemen who
willingly pay a premium price for it.

A phenomenon of Santa Cruz
County is an Englishman who esteems
non -English cattle. The Hereford,
Angus, Santa Gertrudis, Brangus, Bra-
ford are beef cattle with ancestry go-
ing back to the British Isles.

Chaucer to Charolais
Stewart Granger, born in London

half a century ago, star of the legiti-
mate theater in England before going
to Hollywood in 1948, is one of the
leading U. S. breeders of those big,
rangy, creamy -white French cattle,
the Charolais.

On his Yerba Buena ( good grass )
ranch east of Nogales, this famed
actor ( "King Solomon's Mine," "A
Prisoner of Zenda," "Scaramouche,"
etc. ) is increasing his Charolais herd
from less than 200 head to over 400
head, making him the largest breeder
of the big French cattle in America.

The Charolais have been barred
from this country the reasons are
obscure - but a few years ago a
Texas breeder imported a few via
Mexico. A few other importations
came along, and now there are several
herds in this country. However, the
demand for this "bootleg brand" of
cattle far exceeds the supply, making
the man with breeding stock available
a much sought -after person.

Stewart Granger talks easily of
$50,000 bulls, and about a group of
heifers which he sold for $2,500 a
head. Right now he is breeding up
the animals he has, selecting his sires
with intense discrimination in order
to get the type of animals he wants

(Continued on next page)
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SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
(Continued from Previous Page)

long- bodied with full loins, deeply
muscled, large frames for utilizing a
big volume of feed. Granger's bulls
can top a ton at two years of age,
although the late -maturing Charolais
keep on growing until five -year -old
maturity. At that age a 3,000 pound
animal is not a great rarity.

Six Pounds Per Day!
Granger, a man who found his

Mecca not in Hollywood but in
Santa Cruz County, has a tremendous
pride in his herd. He extolls the com-
plete absence of pinkeye, the long
full loins where the meat is, the phe-
nomenal gaining ability.

One young bull now in his corrals
was making a gain of six pounds per
day over a period of weeks, a gain
so startling that the scales were
checked, and feed company officials
clustered around to wonder just what
was that stuff they were selling.

Granger's Yerba Buena lies on
both sides of the Santa Cruz River,
and like the Santa Gertrudis breeders
he takes full advantage of river bot-
tom wells for irrigating permanent
pastures. However, because of the
slope of these fields, he uses a sprink-
ler irrigation system. Granger, too,
esteems grass mixtures for permanent
pastures. In his language, "alfalfa"

GROUP OF SANTA Gertrudis cows on irrigated grass pasture at San Cayetano.

is part of a hyphenated word which
includes the syllable "bloat."

Plant Pest Control
Turistas returning from Mexico

through the Nogales customs gates
may be quite disturbed, as officers
take that last avocado, those three
oranges or a stalk of sugar cane from
them. After all, right alongside the
road are lines of freight cars taking
Mexican produce to the U. S. and
Canada, so what harm is an avocado
or two?

The answer, of course, is the plant
pest control program of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture's Plant Quar-
antine Division. And the turista
should know that those railroad cars
and huge trucks of tomatoes, peas,
beans, peppers, eggfruit and other
vegetables are all inspected, too.

In 1963 more than 8,000 truckloads
and 7,000 railroad cars of Mexican
fruit and vegetables came through
Nogales, going north through Santa

INSPECTING CARLOAD of Mexican vegetables. Car is mixed lot, including eggplant,
bell peppers, slicing cucumbers and tomatoes. At left, Eduardo Marquez, representative
of railroad and of U. S. and Mexican brokers, and the man who is empowered to
break car seals for inspection. At right, Luciano Garcia, inspector for USDA Plant
Quarantine Division.

Cruz County to markets throughout
the U. S. and Canada. But every car-
load, every truckload, first was in-
spected for plant parasites, plant dis-
eases, or soil which might carry one
or both.

The inspection has a good purpose
-keeping out of the U. S. those para-
sites and diseases of which we are
free, and also barring those plant pests
which we do have but which we are
trying to isolate and eliminate.

Even Soil is Searched
Soil is a natural carrier of plant

pests, so even "empty" railroad cars
and trucks which have some soil in
them must be cleaned up, in some
cases fumigated, before they enter
the United States. Most of the corn-
mercial growers and packers in So-
nora, Sinaloa and further south, in
Mexico's irrigated valleys, recognize
the need for top quality and cleanli-
ness, so very little of the commercially
shipped material is rejected.

The turistas, with "a pretty bush
we wanted to plant in our patio," or
an unusual cactus carefully balled in
the ( disease -infected ?) soil it grew in,
are relieved of their spoils at the
border, graciously and courteously -
but firmly. America's own growing
plants are too precious to risk infec-
tion from a chance importation.

According to the U. S. Department
of Commerce, importation of food
products from Mexico into Arizona
totaled $71,142,956 in 1962, up from
$55,090,351 the previous year. The
1962 total includes in round numbers
$111/ million in live cattle, half a
million in dressed beef, $341/2 million
in seafoods, $191/2 million in vege-
tables and $3 million in fruits.

A large cattle holding yard at
Nogales, Sonora, affords dipping vats
where the animals are dipped to avoid
their carrying parasites into this coun -.

try. Veterinarians also reject any ani-
mals not in sound health.

Mexican Cattle Imports
Chiefly these cattle are thin feeders;

which enter the southwestern U. S.
(Continued on next page)
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Prices Received by Arizona Growers For
Major Agricultural Products

Commodity Unit 1963
Price

1962
Price

1953 -1962
Average

Price

Dollars Dollars Dollars
Upland cotton pound .323e .3133b .3224
Alfalfa hayb ton 30.70 26.20 25.90
Barleyb cwt. 2.60 2.54 2.33
Grain sorghumb cwt. 2.21 2.07 2.21
Choice slaughter steersc cwt. 23.80 26.35 24.19
Choice yearling feeder steersc cwt. 23.64 24.53 21.99
Choice feeder steer calves cwt. 26.02 26.95 23.23
Milkd cwt. 5.05 5.11 5.31
Eggs dozen .368 .384 .485
Woold pound .420 .390 .397
Lettuceb

Winter carton 1.97 2.10 1.77
Early spring carton 2.00 2.44 1.86
Fall carton 2.44 1.97 2.03

A Average price to December 1.
b Crop year average price.
Twelve -month average price.

d Twelve -month weighted average price.

Source: Arizona Crop and Livestock Report-
ing Service, Statistical Reporting
Service, USDA, Phoenix, and Live-
stock Detailed Quotations, Agricul-
tural Marketing Service, Livestock
Division, USDA, Phoenix.

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY
(Continued from Previous Page)

for more pasture fill and then feed-
yard finishing. This importation varies
widely according to several factors
a drought in Sonora or rains in Texas,
war or peace with consequent vacil-

CARL SPITZER, Plant Quarantine in-
spector, opens cartons of tomatoes from
Sinaloa and closely inspects individual
tomatoes for anything which might indi-
cate disease or parasites.
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lation in demand, price factors which
may favor or shun imported animals,
disease ( such as hoof and mouth a
decade ago ) which places a complete
embargo on imports.

All of these cattle do not come in
through Nogales. The Agua Prieta-
Douglas gate accounts for some. But
Nogales gets the most, as well as all
of the fruit and vegetable shipments
entering the U. S. through Arizona,
affording considerable agriculture-re-
lated employment in Santa Cruz
County.

The County Extension Office in
Santa Cruz County was established in
1959, although previously it had been
served by Pima County Extension
personnel. It is a county where 4 -H
work is actively and enthusiastically
pursued, with 4 -H exhibits at the
county fair in Sonoita being excellent
in both quality and quantity.

4 -H is Important
There are 250 4 -H club members

in the county, there's a very active
4 -H council, and the program is en-
couraged by some 50 local 4 -H
leaders.

Mrs. William J. Hagler is the
County Home Agent, handling the
distaff side of the Extension program,
while Bruce Kell is county- agent -in-
charge, the job he took when the of-
fice was opened early in 1959.

The county agent, seeking that
higher degree which county agents
want and are encouraged to get, will
return soon to Nogales after a semes-
ter's sabbatical leave on the campus
of The University of ..Arizona.

These U of A publications are avail-
able at your local County Extension
Agent's Office.

Bulletins

A -33 Growing Grapes in Arizona
( Revision of former Circular
251).

A -26 Protect the Cotton Plant from
Insect Injury ( 1964 Revision )

Folders
105 Sonora Alfalfa for Arizona

8 Countries, 24 States
Represented Here At
U A Extension School

The third Western Regional Exten-
sion Winter School was last Feb. 3
to 21 on this campus. Enrollment was
98, with participants from 24 states
and eight foreign countries.

Enrollment of 11 from Arizona in-
cluded eight county agents and home
agents, two graduate students at the
U of A, and one social worker.

From states outside Arizona, Min-
nesota led with 10 enrollees, West
Virginia, Oregon and Indiana reg-
istered four each, there were three
each from New York, Iowa, Michigan,
Wisconsin, South Dakota, Utah and
Idaho, two each from Texas, Ken-
tucky, Oklahoma, Ohio, and New
Mexico, and one each from Maine,
Maryland, Virginia, Nevada, Colo-
rado, California and Montana.

Foreign participants were Canada,
2; Argentina, 1; West Indies, 3; Chile,
1; India, 14; Zanzibar, 1; Indonesia, 3,
and Uganda, 2.

Courses taught included Agricul-
tural Policy, 4 -H Leadership, Exten-
sion Teaching, County Extension Ad-
ministration, Techniques for Working
with Groups, and Agricultural Corn-
munications.

The winter school is held ,annually.
Various scholarships are available, as
one can learn through the College of
Agriculture in his own state.



Tempe4au4e qiactiotatiand WIC/i

4ccGmf2a# sail- Waten Mcweme4

Because temperature is a manifestation of energy
and because energy changes always accompany spon-
taneous movement, it naturally follows that for any
spontaneous occurrence involving movement, a temp-
erature fluctuation must occur.

Duwayne M. Anderson

SENSOR

ii

-

TIME, sec

SENSOR 2

FIGURE 1 - Predicted temperature -time curve for water movement.

/ /
ELECTRICAL COt*iECTioNS

TO THERM ISTORS

THERM ISTORs
EMBEDDED IN

SOIL SAMPLE

COTTON PLUG

FIGURE 2 - Diagram of soil sample in plastic tube container.

"So what ?" is the question quite
naturally framed when this generali-
zation is stated in connection for ex-
ample, with thirsty furrows absorb-
ing an irrigation stream, on the one
hand, and their stubborn refusal to
accept it on the other.

But there is a direct connection,
however obscured it may seem. It
is because of the sureness of this
connection that the simple experiment
described below was done. The re-
sult was to provide an important new
method of studying the microscopic
mechanisms responsible for differ-
ences in the ability of soils to "take
water." Many other processes involv-
ing movement of water also can be
advantageously probed by this tech-
nique.

Both Vapor and Liquid
When water moves about in soils

and sediments, it does so both as a
vapor and as a liquid. When the me-
dium is unsaturated with water, that
is to say when there are interconnect-
ing air spaces, movement of vapor
and liquid may occur simultaneously.
Now, let us imagine ourselves to be
located at a certain point within a
dry portion of a soil toward which
liquid water is moving.

If we only had the eyes for it,
we would see that as the liquid
moves toward us, vapor continually
leaves the advancing liquid front, dif-
fuses as a gas ahead of it, collides
with the particle surfaces which give
shape to the pores and, finally, is
adsorbed on the surfaces of the soil
particles about us, forming a thin
water film over which the advanc-
ing liquid can move easily. We would
then notice the temperature rising as
a consequence of this adsorption.

As soon as the liquid front arrived,
however, the temperature at our point
would drop sharply due to the cooling
effected on it by the process of evap-
oration which previously had fur-
nished the vapor. On the basis of this
thought Experiment 1 would then
predict temperature -time curves like
those shown in Figure 1 for two points
in a dry soil toward which water was
moving.

Temperatures Rise and Fall
The initial rise in temperature at

(Continued on next page)

Dr. Anderson is a former member of the
staff of the Department of Agricultural
Chemistry and Soils. The above article
was prepared by him when he was here,
and is published at request of the depart-
ment's head, Dr. W. H. Fuller.
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(Continued from Previous Page)

"Sensor 1" we ascribe to adsorption
of the diffusing water vapor on the
particles. The subsequent sharp tern -

Vperature
drop, on the other hand, we

ascribe to the arrival of the cooled
liquid. Both vapor and liquid by this
time are advancing toward "Sensor
2" where a similar effect is noted.

If such a temperature effect really
exists and is measurable, it could be
used to study many hitherto unan-
swerable questions regarding the vari-
ous processes of water movement in
soils, sediments and other porous
materials.

To determine whether this predict-
ed temperature effect could be de-

tected, a small plastic tube was cut
as shown in Figure 2. Mounted in
it were two tiny thermistors* to serve
as temperature sensitive elements.
This tube served as a sample holder,
and made it possible to introduce the
water easily and to observe its move-

*Thermistors are semi -conductors which
have extreme sensitivity to temperature.
They offer one of the most sensitive means
of detecting temperature differences present-
ly available.

FIGURE 3 -- Observed temperature -time
curves for water moving in kaolinite.

3
TIME (min.)

ment through the sample. The two
thermistors then were connected to
a recording instrument which con-
verted their impulses to temperature
readings.

A typical tracing from the recorder

0

'CI

EDITOR'S NOTE: Some sort of
record has been established with
this article. It was written before
Dr. Anderson went to a civilian as-
signment with an army scientific
group at Dartmouth, New Hamp-
shire. Months elapsed, and the ar-
ticle was in type when Dr. Anderson,
enroute to a meeting in California,
stopped off at the U of A campus in
Tucson to visit former colleagues.
When he checked galley proofs of
his article, he corrected the spelling
of his first name. (We'd left out
the "w ") . In 40 years of editing
this was the first time we ever had
an author come over 3,000 miles to
make one correction on a galley
proof!

O

showing the temperature changes
when water moves through a kaolin -
ite clay sample is shown in Figure 3.
Each small chart division represents
0.1° C, so that the entire chart width
represents 2.0° C.

Although this tracing is not as sy-
metrical and even as our diagram,

expectations are nevertheless con-
firmed. And we have, in the detec-
tion of this phenomena, developed a
new tool to help in unraveling the
mystery surrounding the details of
water movement in porous substances
such as soils and sediments.

Ariz. Credit Use Rises
Farmers and ranchers in Arizona

used more credit in 1963 than in 1962,
and more than in any other year. Pre-
liminary figures for the amount of
credit outstanding January 1, 1964,
indicate non -realestate institutional
loans oustanding in the state were up
$40 million, or 27 percent, from a year
earlier.

Cotton Income Down -'63
Gross income from the 1963 Arizona

cotton crop declined nearly 7 percent
from the previous year despite a 3
percent increase in price. The 1962
income was $172,293,000 and the 1963
income is expected to be $160,161,000.
The reduced income resulted from a
4 percent cut in total allotted acres
and a nearly 6 percent decline in av-
erage yields per acre harvested.

Page 11 Progressive Agriculture



ONE ROW PROTOTYPE of experimental
lettuce harvester (Fig.1, above) . Machine
includes selector, cutter, memory link be-
tween the selector and cutter, and con-
veyor.

THE SELECTOR (Fig.2a, below) consists
of two roller assemblies. The row of let-
tuce heads passes between these assem-
blies (Fig.2b, at right) forcing them apart
against a spring load. If a head is large
enough and firm enough to harvest, a
switch is actuated to enter that head into
the memory of the harvester.

MECHANICAL HARVESTft
Kenneth K. Barnes and

Bill L. Harriott

Arizona lettuce is an important
human food for the U.S., and lettuce
is an important crop in Arizona. Ari-
zona produces 30 percent of the U.S.
supply of lettuce, and lettuce accounts
for 15 percent of the crop income in
Arizona. Lettuce production current-
ly depends heavily on hand labor.
Hand labor is involved in thinning the
crop to a final stand and in harvesting.
The harvest operation is performed
from two to four times in each field
because of the wide variability in
maturation of the heads. Field har-
vesting and packing labor amounts to
20 percent of the total production
cost.

Currently, most of the hand labor
for lettuce harvesting operations in
the Southwest is supplied by Mexican
Nationals or by migratory domestic
laborers. However, recent develop-
ments in the agricultural labor market,
such as the anticipated termination of
the bracero program, indicate that

Dr. Barnes is head of the Department of
Agricultural Engineering, Mr. Harriott an
assistant agricultural engineer.

growers will not be able to depe
indefinitely on an adequate supply of
hand labor, and that future costs of
labor will make increased productivity
of labor essential. Already, some
growers in the Southwest have started
shifting some of their acreage to other
crops less dependent on hand labor.
Thus, whether lettuce production will
remain a profitable enterprise in the
future may well depend on the ability
of the lettuce growing industry to in-
crease labor productivity by mechani-
zation of production.

There have been some mechanical
devices either developed or adapted
for use in lettuce harvesting that can
be classified as "harvest aids" or
"labor aids." These devices usually
have been riding platforms for people
performing hand labor, or conveyor
systems to cut down on hand carry-
ing of heavy loads. Although the
arduousness of some of the harvesting
tasks is reduced by these devices,
labor productivity is not increased
materially. Such devices cannot be
called mechanical harvesters as the
term will be used here.

Mechanical harvesting, as used it
this discussion, means full mechaniza-
tion of each of the harvesting opera-
tions. These include (a) selecting
those heads to be harvested, ( b) re-
moving the selected heads from the
row, ( c ) trimming excess leaves from
the heads and ( d ) packaging the
harvested heads in suitable containers
for shipment to market. In a com-
pletely mechanized system, m e n



OF LETTUCE
Would be used only for guidance, con-
trol and inspection.

One approach to the problem of
mechanical harvest of lettuce would
be a once -over harvest operation in
which every lettuce head encountered
would be removed from the row. A
subsequent sorting operation would
retain only those heads suitable for
market. This approach has possibili-
ties of being relatively simple mechan-
ically and will probably be the method
used to mechanically harvest lettuce
sometime in the future. However,
this type of design is not compatible
with current lettuce varieties and cul-
tural methods which often result in a
low percentage of the lettuce heads
in a field being ready for market at
any given time.

As a first step toward increasing
labor productivity in lettuce harvest
the U of A Agricultural Engineering
Department is developing a system
designed to operate in lettuce as it
is now grown. A mechanical system
has been devised and tested which
accomplishes the first two steps in a
selective harvest: ( a ) selecting those
eads to be harvested and (b ) remov-

ing the selected heads from the row.
T h e accompanying illustrations

show how it works.

The goal has been to establish and
demonstrate a mechanical system for
selective harvest of the crop. The
present machine is a one -row unit. It
is basically a test vehicle to provide a
means of evaluating the mechanical
harvest system and demonstrate its
validity. The job of incorporating
these basic ideas into a machine which
will be practical for growers to pur-
chase, own and operate belongs to the
farm equipment industry. As the in-
dustry works to fulfill this function,
the Agricultural Experiment Station
can devote its attention to establish-
ing principles fundamental to mecha-
nization of the trimming and packag-
ing jobs.

A two -row harvesting machine ap-
pears to be most practical for field
operation. Such a machine, moving
at two miles per hour, would have an
output of 200 cartons per hour if 25
percent of the heads were ready for

tik harvest or 600 cartons per hour if 75
percent of the heads were ready for
harvest. Harvesting conditions vary
widely, hut the two -row machine

(Continued on next page)

THE CUTTING UNIT (Fig.3a) sweeps through the row to remove one head and place
it on the conveyor (Fig.3b, with shield removed) . The memory unit which receives
the signal from the selector accounts for the 21 -inch distance from selector to cutter.
The cutter then is tripped when it is adjacent to the head which was previously selected.



More Eggs With Aspirin

B. L. Reid

Poultry producers in Arizona are
beset by numerous problems associ-
ated with the high environmental tem-
peratures which occur during a large
portion of the year.

High temperature lowers the rate
of egg production, decreases the size
of eggs produced and causes egg
shells to become thinner. These ef-
fects are more severe in older birds
than in the younger ones.

The Poultry Science Department
of the U of A began working on the
problems of heat stress a number of
years ago. The most recent finding

has been associated with the feeding
of acetylsalicylic acid ( ordinary as-
pirin ) to laying hens.

Keeps Temperatures Down
The reasoning associated with the

start of these studies involved the
well known anti -pyretic effects of this
drug. It was thought that if aspirin
would maintain normal body tempera-
tures during heat stress, a beneficial
effect should result.

Two years ago, White Leghorn Pul-
lets ( University of Arizona strain )
were placed on a diet which contained
one pound of aspirin per ton of feed.
Additional birds were fed the same
diet without the aspirin and the egg
production of the two groups of birds

compared at the end of the egg pro-
duction year.

Results the first year showed that
feeding aspirin caused egg production
to increase by 12 eggs per bird. In a
second experiment, improved egg pro-
duction amounted to 17 more eggs per
bird. One interesting observation was
that in each experiment an improve-
ment in egg production was obtained
during the winter as well as in sum-
mer.

Studies now in progress seek to
learn just what action of aspirin has
produced this improvement. We'd
like to gain some insight which can
help us use other dietary changes to
overcome heat stress.

Other factors which must be evalu-
ated are those of possible residues of
aspirin in the egg and body tissues.
Until the question of residues has
been answered, use of aspirin in poul-
try laying feed will not be permitted
by the Food and Drug Administration.

Need More Calcium
Nutritional factors related to heat

stress, invol -e-) Use of higher levels of
calcium during the summer in order
to partially offset the thin shelled egg
problem.

Levels of 3.75 to 4.00 percent cal-
cium have resulted in increased shell
quality, thus less egg breakage. Egg
size can be increased by use of higher
protein levels in hot weather, there-
fore, an increase in dietary protein
from 16 percent to 17 percent for
summer production is recommended.

Poultrymen are beginning to inves-
tigate the use of evaporative cooling
for poultry houses. Several houses of
this type are already in operation
within the state and more are planned.
These houses, since they will be com-
pletely enclosed and insulated, tend
to eliminate extreme fluctuations in
temperature both in winter and sum-
mer.

They also make it possible to take
advantage of the stimulatory effects
of light on laying birds. Housing
birds under these conditions may re-
move a great many of the temperature
problems encountered in commercial
egg production.

Dr. Reid is head of the Department of
Poultry Science.

(Continued from Previous Page)
could be expected to replace 15 to 20
men in the selecting and cutting jobs.

Field tests of the experimental
machine have shown it can select
heads as well as they can be selected
by men and, under favorable field
conditions, the machine does no more
damage to the heads than is done by

a hand cutting crew. The machine
will operate in conventionally grown
fields. However, for best machine
operation care should be taken in field
preparation and in thinning and culti-
vation to maintain broad flat beds
with the heads growing squarely on
top of the bed. Beds where heads lop
over increases damage to the heads.

Within a few years our lettuce crop
will be harvested mechanically or let-
tuce will lose its position in the Amer-
ican diet. The University of Arizona
lettuce harvester is a step toward com-
plete mechanization of this crop.

Progressive Agriculture Page 14



Plant edicienev Mecu#ied !uy

,PHOTOSYNTHESIS
M. El-Sharkawy and J. D. Hesketh

Green leaves and other green parts
of a plant absorb energy from the sun
and use this energy to convert carbon
dioxide and water into sugars. This
process is called photosynthesis. These
sugars contribute to the growth of the
plant and to the development of the
economically usable part of the plant.

Green leaves vary greatly in their
efficiency in converting light energy
into sugars. The total amount of
green leaves per plant and the rate of
development, shape, size and distribu-
tion of these leaves on the plant also
varies. A plant which rapidly de-
velops the most efficient light- captur-
ing surface of leaves, and then most
efficiently converts the sugars synthe-
sized by this surface into an economic
yield, is what a plant breeder seeks.
These plants must be distributed in
the field so that little light is wasted
by penetrating through or between
leaves to the ground.

How Efficient Are Leaves?
One aspect of this complex, that of

efficiency of individual leaves in con-
verting sunlight to sugar, is currently
being studied by University of Ari-
zona plant breeders. Leaves attached
to plants are inserted into transparent,
water -cooled chambers. Air, flushed
through the chamber at a known rate,
is analyzed for carbon dioxide con-
tent. From these and other measure-
ments, the photosynthetic rate per
unit area of leaf can be calculated.

These studies have shown that
leaves of corn, grain sorghum, millet,
sugar cane, elephant grass, Johnson
grass, sudan grass and Bermuda grass
are actually twice as efficient in full
sunlight as are the leaves of cultivated
cottons and many other crop plants.
Bamboo and sunflower leaves have
rates greater than the cottons but less
than the efficient grasses.

Significantly, this is - the first time
that photosynthetic rates of most of
these species have been reported.
Data of other workers suggest that, in
general, species with rapid leaf pho-

Mr. El- Sharkawy is a graduate student
and Dr. Hesketh a member of the Plant
Breeding Department, both concerned with
plant physiology.
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tosynthetic rates have more rapid
growth rates than species with slow
leaf rates.

Chance to Up Yields
It seems likely that economic yield

may be increased for many crop
plants by increasing leaf photosyn-
thetic rates. In an effort to increase
these rates, information is being
gained using several approaches:

(1) Plants of the cultivated and wild
species of the genus Gossypium
(Pima and upland cotton are
members of this group) are being
surveyed for high photosynthetic
rates.

(2) Rates of upland cotton, sunflower,
sorghum, and a species of
Thespesia (an ornamental) are
being studied in relation to leaf
anatomy and other leaf charac-
teristics in an effort to find why
species differ in photosynthetic
efficiency.

(3) We are looking for limiting factors
in the natural environment to
leaf rate.

Once the limiting factors are under-
stood, it is hoped that they can be
lessened by improved management
practices or by developing better
plants. Positive results from any of
the above approaches will eventually
help the plant breeder to increase leaf
rates of cotton and other crop plants.

Studies of the effect of light in-
tensity, carbon dioxide concentration
of the air, leaf temperature, and leaf
water content on photosynthetic rate
are being conducted.

The behavior of stomata, the small
pores through which carbon dioxide
diffuses into the leaf, is also being
studied together with the above var-
iables.

May Arrest Water Loss
It is known that water vapor also

diffuses out of the leaf at the same
time as carbon dioxide diffuses in. It
may be possible to slow down water
loss but not carbon dioxide uptake,
thereby maintaining rapid leaf photo-
synthetic rates. This in turn would
decrease the amount of water needed
to mature a crop. The minimum num-
ber of stomata per unit area, and the
minimum stomatal opening which
would still be sufficient for photosyn-
thesis, or diffusion of carbon dioxide
into the leaf, also are being deter-
mined.

Results of such experiments will be
reported in detail at scientific meet-
ings this year.

Hay Prices Up in 1963
Hay prices in Arizona in 1963

averaged $30.50 per ton, or approxi-
mately $4.40 per ton above the 1962
level. Yields increased slightly but
not enough to offset the continued
decrease in acreage; therefore, the hay
crop was smaller than in 1962. Hay
acreage in 1963 was 232,000 acres, a
decrease of 10 percent from 1962.
Average yield per acre was 4.61 tons
per acre. Total hay production was
1,070,000 tons in 1963, down 4 percent
from 1962. Alfalfa hay accounts for
92 percent of the total hay production
while grain hay makes up 6 percent
and all other hay 2 percent.

Spar of Roll Heads

State Seed Assn.
Floyd Spar of Roll is president of

the Arizona Crop Improvement Assn.,
elected at the annual meeting in Feb-
ruary. George Busey of Litchfield
Park is 1st vice president; Forrest
Cooper, Florence, 2nd vice president;
and Albert S. Oshrin, Tucson, the out-
going past president.

Directors are Ray Gibson, Tucson;
Wilbur `Vuertz, Casa Grande; O. L.
Hilburn, Bowie; Joe Wasson, Bowie;
Jack Shawver, Glendale; A. W. John-
son, Yuma, and J. P. Altfillisch, Tuc-
son.

Ex- officio officers are Dr. D. F.
NIcAlister, head of the U of A Agron-
omy Department; Dr. Robert Dennis,
U of A Extension Agronomist; and
Royce Richardson of Valley Feed &
Seed Co., Phoenix, the latter repre-
senting the grain and seed trade.

Besides the ex- officio directors, the
pure seed advisory committee includes
Dr. L. H. Burkhart, Dr. G. A. Gries
and Dr. J. E. Endrizzi, heads of the
U of A Departments of Horticulture,
Plant Pathology and Plant Breeding,
respectively. Also Wilbur Wuertz,
representing Arizona pure seed grow-
ers; and Dr. C. V. Feaster, represent-
ing the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture.

The fulltime working staff of the
Arizona Crop Improvement Assn. in-
cludes Charles E. Bernhard, the exec-
utive secretary, and Mrs. M. N.
Leeney, treasurer and office man-
ager. Both are under direction of the
U of A Agronomy Department, and
have association offices in the U of A
Agricultural building.



STEAM - PROCESSING OF MILO PAYS

W. H. Hale and Bruce Taylor

Processing of grains for cattle
feeds is rapidly becoming an im-
portant part of the cattle fatten-
ing industry. The older processes
of simply grinding or cracking
the grains are not adequate for
present day efficiency sought by
the more progressive cattle feed-
ers.

Ten to 20 years ago a typical fatten-
ing ration might contain only 40 to
50 percent grain and 50 percent
roughage. Other than cracking or
coarse grinding of the grain, there
appeared to be no benefit from further
processing. During that era one
might expect an efficiency of 10 to
12 pounds of feed per pound of gain.

During recent years, commercial
feedlots capable of handling many
thousands of head per year have come
into existence. This required mech-
anization of feed handling, so a high
level of roughage feeding did not fit
into this type of system. In addition,
the demand changed to a lighter mar-
ket weight and this required a higher
concentrate ration. In the Southwest,
where the growth of commercial feed-
lots has been phenomenal, the cost of
roughage favored higher concentrate
rations.

Dr. Hale is professor of Animal Science
and Dr. Taylor is head of that department.
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Turned to Milo

As the Southwest feeding opera-
tions depend largely upon efficiency,
a peculiar situation developed. Bar-
ley has long been the grain of choice
in the Southwest but as the number
of fed cattle increased, barley tonnage
became inadequate and feeders began
using amounts of They
soon realized that milo was less effi-
cient than barley and became inter-
ested in ways of improving the effi-
ciency of milo.

Steam rolling of the grains appeared
to offer an opportunity to improve
the utilization of milo, as the effect
of extensive cooking on certain feeds
is well known. Early studies con-
ducted by The University of Arizona
showed no advantage to steam rolling
milo, consequently the station used
dry- rolled milo as a standard prepara-
tion for that grain.

Recently additional attention has
been given to steam rolling milo with
special reference to steam boiler pres-

STEAM - ROLLED MILO, in photo at the
left, has large, flaky portions.

The dry- rolled milo, at right, has much
smaller portions and considerable small,
dustlike material which animals do not
prefer.

o

Feeders' Day May 7th
In addition to this report,

other recent experimental
results will be presented at
the Arizona Cattle Feeders'
Day to be held in Tucson on
May 7, 1964.

Studies to be reported will
include: safflower meal,
urea, antibiotics, and various
levels of fat in fattening ra-
tions; supplements to grow-
ing rations (at the Yuma
farm); comparison of various
varieties of milo; digestibil-
ity studies of milo and bar-
ley; and, the effect of early
gain during the fattening
period on total performance.
Complete results of these
and other studies will be
available after May 7, 1964,
in the Arizona Cattle Feed-
ers' Day Report. If you are
unable to attend the meet-
ing on that day, write the
U of A Animal Science De-
partment for a copy of the
report.

Q

sure, temperature in the tempering
chamber, length of time grain is held
in the chamber, and moisture content
of the steam -rolled milo.

Has Pleasing Aroma
Currently, the grain is held in the

(Continued on next page)

Table 1. Performance of Steers

Steam -rolled Dry- rolled Steam -processed
barley milo miloa

Number of steers
Average initial weight
Average daily gain
Average daily feed
Feed /100 lb. gain
Feed cost /100 lb. gain,

16
642

3.16
21.3

676
21.61

16
634

2.87
21.8

758
22.42

16
646

3.07
21.6

708
20.83

a The milo was held in the tempering chamber for 20 minutes with a boiler pressure of
20 pounds.
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tempering chamber for approximately
20 minutes. Pressure in the steam
boiler is 20 pounds and the tempera-
ture in the chamber is between 205°
and 210° F. The steam rolled grain
has a moisture level of 18 to 19 per-
cent as it comes through the roller.
The finished product has a distinctive
flavor and odor which may be best
described as a pleasing cooked cereal
aroma.

The pictures on Page 16 show
clearly the physical appearance of
milo steamed under these conditions
as compared to dry -rolled milo. One
of the advantages of the steamed pro-
duct is lack of fine material, as com-
pared to the dry -rolled product. This
is considered very important in cattle
rations, as fattening cattle seem to
prefer a ration with the minimum of
fine material. Feeding trials show
that rations which contain excessive
fines result in lower performance.

Table 1 gives results of a fattening
ration conducted at the university's
Casa Grande feedlot during the sum-
mer of 1963, comparing steam -rolled
milo as described above with dry -
rolled milo and steam -rolled barley.
The rations used are shown in Table
2.

Raise Gains by 10 Percent
The usual difference between the

milo and barley was noted. Steam -
rolled barley increased gains by 10
percent over the dry -rolled milo and
improved efficiency by 11 percent.
The steam -rolled milo increased gains
by 0.20 pound daily over the drv-
rolled milo and required 50 pounds
less feed to produce 100 pounds of
gain than did the dry- rolled milo.

Feed intake was similar for both milo
groups and was actually higher than
for the steers on the barley ration.

A nylon bag study was made to
learn if the rate of disappearance of
ground milo would be different from
that of steam -rolled milo. ( The nylon
bag technique is a method of studying
digestibility of feedstuffs in the ru-
men. Small nylon bags containing
the feed to be studied are tied to
weighted chains and placed in the
rumen of a fistulated steer. The bags
are removed at regular intervals and
the contents washed, dried and
weighed. The feed remaining in the
bag represents the undigested portion.
Removal of the bags at certain fixed
intervals permits an estimate of the
rate of digestion. Of course the re-
sults obtained must be verified with
digestion trials and growth studies.
This technique serves as a very useful
screening tool) .

Results of the nylon bag study,
comparing the treated milo with the
non -treated, are presented in Table 3.
These results indicate a more rapid
digestion of the steamed milo as well
as possibly a greater total digestibility.
It is probable that the increased per-
formance from steam -rolled milo on
the growth trial was due to better di-
gestion of the steam -rolled milo as
compared to the dry- rolled. A diges-
tion trial is under way to test this
possibility.

In general it would appear that a
moist, high temperature treatment
would improve the utilization of milo.
This improvement may amount to as
much as 10 percent. Considerable
study is needed to determine under
what feeding conditions a response to
steam -rolled milo might be expected.

Table 2. Experimental Rations

Steam -rolled
barley

Dry- rolled Steam- processed
milo milo

Barley
Milo
Alf alf as
Molasses
Cottonseed meal
Cottonseed hulls
Dicalcium phosphate
Salt
Tallow
Urea

Vitamin A. 10,000 I.U. /bm.

62

15
8
5
4
1

0.5
4
0.5

100.0
10gm.

58.2
15

8
8.8
4
1

0.5
4
0.5

100.0
10gm.

58.2
15

8
8.8
4
1

0.5
4
0.5

100.0
10gm.

a 1 % fat added to alfalfa hay at time of grinding to control dust.

Table 3. Effect of Steaming Milo
on Disappearance of Dry
Matter From Nylon Bags
in a Fistulated Steer

Hours in
rumen

2
4
6
8

24

% disappearance

Dry- Steam -
rolled processed
milo milo

39.1
45.7
54.5
53.8
74.0

50.9
52.3
59.4
59.4
77.7

Long -Time Mortgage
Has Hefty Interest

Home mortgages are getting longer
and longer, but a home buyer should
think long and hard before stretching
the loan over too long a period of
time.

Dr. George W. Campbell, Jr., ex-
tension economist with the University
of Arizona, suggests that each family
carefully weigh the advantages of a
long term mortgage before getting
one. Whether a family should or
shouldn't depends on the circum-
stances.

During the past two decades the
typical home mortgage has length-
ened substantially. The Federal
Housing Administration now insures
35 -year mortgages on new homes,
and, under certain circumstances,
loans up to 40 years. The Farmers
Home Administration of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture makes
home loans for up to 33 years.

Dr. Campbell says the chief disad-
vantages of long term loans are that
the total interest costs are consider-
ably higher and equity in the house
is built up more slowly. A $15,000
loan at 514 per cent annual interest
for 35 years will cost the homeowner
$17,823 in interest alone. Had the
same loan been obtained for 20 years,
interest payments would have been
only $9,264.

Long term mortgages do, however,
offer several advantages. They allow
lower income families to become
homeowners. They enable the family
with a specified amount of money for
monthly payments to buy a more ex-
pensive home. And they make it
easier to sell the house because more
people may be attracted by a long-
term mortgage and a small cash set-
tlement.
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Gardeners Told What
Things to Watch to
Avoid Plant Diseases

An ounce of prevention is worth
far more than a pound of cure in plant
disease control, says Dr. Arlen D.
Davison, extension plant pathologist
with The University of Arizona.

He says diseases of ornamentals
take an annual toll of home gardens in
Arizona simply because most garden-
ers have little idea how to control
them.

"It's not an impossible chore to
banish diseases from the garden," he
said. He suggests these steps:

1. Select the proper location in
which to grow specific flowers. Fol-
low the directions on the seed pack-
age, those given by nurserymen and
those in U of A circulars and bulletins.

2. Fertilize the garden properly, fol-
lowing suggestions in U of A circulars
242 and 243. Many diseases are less
serious if plants are healthy and grow-
ing vigorously. Diseases are more
likely to attack weak plants.

3. Use good seed of recommended
varieties. It is not a good practice to
save seed from last year's plants, be-
cause they may carry disease organ-
isms.

4. Observe suggested p l a n t i n g
dates and thin young plants to proper
spacing.

5. Water so that the foliage does
not get wet, or water early in the day
so the foliage may dry completely
before night. Sprinkling in mid -day
often results in foliare burning. Don't
handle plants when they are wet, be-
cause fungus and bacterial disease or-
ganisms spread easily in moisture.

6. Destroy plant residue to help
prevent plant pathogens from over -

wintering and being present the next
spring.

7. Control insects in the garden.
Aphids and other insects spread virus
diseases as well as weaken plants.

8. Use fungicides when necessary.
When you do, follow the directions
carefully for maximum benefit.

For leaf blights and spotting, Dr.
Davison recommends the use of zineb
75 per cent wettable powder at the
rate of 2/3 teaspoonful to one gallon
of water. Spray at five -to- seven -day
intervals. This also will rid your
flowers of blossom blights.

On mildews on leaves and flower
buds, use actidione PNI, carefully fol-
lowing directions on the container.
To help control root and crown rots,

use captan wettable powder, follow-
ing directions on the container for a
soil drench.

Publications which will help home
gardeners can be obtained free from
your local county agent's office.

Teen -Age Marriages
Bring Many Problems

Arizona girls don't marry as early
as the national average, but teen -age
marriages still present perplexing
problems in this state.

Mrs. Carol N. Doty, home econom-
ics extension specialist at The Uni-
versity of Arizona, points out that
statistics show that 20 percent of all
girls in Arizona get married between
the ages of 15 and 19, compared to 53
percent of all American girls getting
married in the 15 to 19 age group.

A recent study showed that be-
tween 44 per cent and 56 per cent of
those marriages studied were forced
by pregnancy. After three years of
marriage, one out of every five of the

high school marriages had ended in
annulment, divorce or separation.

What can be done to cut down on
this high divorce and separation rate?

"For one thing," answers Mrs. Doty,
"those of us who work with families
must stop preaching anti -early mar-
riage to those already there. After
the marriage, all we can do is try to
help make it a going concern.

"Young couples realize early in their
married lives that they've got some
problems they did not foresee. Many
wish they weren't in the state they are
in. So we must work with them
where they are."

Feed Grains Up in 1963
Acreage, yield, production and

prices of feed grains in Arizona were
higher in 1963 than in 1962. Arizona
produced 232 thousand tons of barley
and 193 thousand tons of grain sor-
ghum in 1963. This production level
represents increases of 24 and 13.5
percent, respectively.

9atelli9eace, .Laue, Vacieutanciii,
IVeeded la kfeei CIt1d4e#'S ß404IemS

V. A. Christopherson

The results of a study of more than a thousand
letters written by troubled parents to a parent-advisory
service revealed a number of interesting facts. One,
central to the majority of problems described in the
letters, was that a great many parents are poorly pre-
pared, if not completely unprepared, to assume the
responsibilities associated with parenthood.

To become a parent requires very
little other than biology and emotion.
To discharge the obligations of parent-
hood successfully, requires the best,
the most constant, and the most intel-
ligent effort of which parents are cap-
able.

So vast is the ignorance and lack of
concern on the part of hundreds and
thousands of American parents, that
the fact that so many children turn
out as well as they do is a tribute to
the resiliency of that very tough crea-
ture, Homo Sapien, Jr. By the same
token, hundreds of thousands of par-

Dr. Christopherson is a professor in the
School of Home Economics.

ents take their parenthood seriously
and make a sincere and prolonged at-
tempt to do their job well.

A Variety of Worries
Many of the parents who are con-

cerned and who are trying their best,
still have their share of problems. If
the parents who were concerned
enough to write letters requesting
help are at all comparable to the many
parents who try to iron out their own
child -rearing difficulties, the categor-
ies of problems shown in the accom-
panying table are among those most
troublesome to parents.

(Continued on next page)
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Percentage of Male and Female Children and Major

Child -Rearing Problems as Told by Parents

Nature of the
Problem

Total

Number of
Children

Sex Percentages Median

Unspec- Age in
Male Female i f ied Months

Emotional Problems
Play
Tensional Outlets
Miscellaneous
Sleeping
Family Relationships
Toilet Training
Discipline
Weaning and Eating
Sex
School
Fears

254 61 38 1 60
195 64 32 4 51
187 53 44 3 36
148 53 34 13 48
133 50 38 2 28
127 46 39 15 42
120 71 29 0 37
106 70 27 3 41
99 51 40 9 26
77 53 44 3 54
72 61 35 4 82
69 55 45 0 50

TOTAL' 1,587 58 37 5 45

The total number of males was 922; females, 584; and sex unspecified, 76.

Median

(Continued from Previous Page)

Some of the problems about which
parents also were concerned, but
which are not included in the table,
were matters of divorce, desertion,
adoption, speech difficulties, mental
and physical disability, pyromania,

5 and other problems occurring in small
incidence concerning the problem
areas listed in the table.

Problems of perception would have
to be considered the most frequent
source of difficulty. Such problems
are "seen" as problems by the parents,
but the behavior or traits constituting
such problems may not be so consid-
ered by doctors, psychologists, or well
informed parents. For example, par-
ents ignorant of the tendency for ap-
petites to fall off about the second
year of age, may see a problem exist-
ing when their two -year -old refuses
to eat with the same enthusiasm char-
acteristic of a few months earlier.
Parents naive of the phenomena as-
sociated with the stage of negativism,
commencing around the second year,
wherein the child responds to almost
every request with "no," will see a
problem when their child moves into
that normal and predictable stage.

Parents very frequently confuse the
terms "average" and "normal ". Many
letters expressed concern over the
"normality" of the child when he fell
below the average of his age group
with respect to some characteristic of
growth or behavior. In short, knowl-
edge of the developmental character-
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istics of children in general would do
much toward doing away with many
of the problems that parents have
with their children.

Common Sense Not Common
"Common sense" may serve one

parent very well in her child rearing
endeavors, but it may be the undoing
of another. In short, common sense
is fine if it is also good sense, which
it is not a good share of the time. Nor
will advice from "experts" necessarily
lighten the load of beleaguered par-
ents. Formulas are very unreliable
in the human equation. A combina-
tion of genuine love, patience, intelli-
gence and understanding will go far
toward helping parents accomplish
the difficult but rewarding job of
rearing children to responsible and
adequate adulthood.

Children who are loved, genuinely,
are almost always happy children.
Happy children are seldom problem
children. It has been said that the
single best criterion by which to judge
successful parenthood is the obvious
happiness, or its lack, in children. The
patient parent has grateful children,
for there is much to learn and to prac-
tice, and mistakes will occur. Patience
is undoubtedly a cardinal virtue of
parenthood from the standpoint of the
child.

It Takes Intelligence
Intelligence applied to the compli-

cated matter of child rearing is im-
perative. Intelligence to probe the
dimensions of the situations that arise,
to make fine but necessary distinc-
tions and judgments, to find out about

the nature of the child which is
something quite different from that
of the adult to lead and facilitate
the development of the child in con-
sistent and acceptable directions; all
this and much more is indicative of
the intelligence that must be applied
in order to fulfill parental obligations.
Children need firm discipline, and
those who do not receive it push for it
by means of unacceptable behavior
until some sort of discipline is forth-
coming.

More than anything else parents
need to understand the nature and
needs of their children. They need
to understand that the range of the
normal is wide, and that each child
moves through the same cycle of de-
velopment, but each at his own rate
and way. Parents need, however, to
be alert to real problems when they
arise, and they need to know where
and how to obtain the kind of help
needed.

Not every problem can be pre-
vented by obtaining information. Un-
doubtedly, however, as indicated by
the letters parents write requesting
help, knowledge of the child, his
ways, his nature, his development and
his needs would give many parents
the tools they need to fulfill their role
better. Some of the sources of sound
information for parents, are listed be-
low.

Selected References for Addi-
tional Related Information.
BOOKS
Baruch, Dorothy W. NEW WAYS IN

DISCIPLINE. New York: McGraw -
Hill, 1949, 280 p.

Baruch, Dorothy W. NEW WAYS IN SEX
EDUCATION. New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1959. 256 p.

Beasley, Christine. DEMOCRACY IN THE
HOME. New York: Association Press,
1954. 242 pp.

Jenkins, Gladys G., et al. THESE ARE
YOUR CHILDREN. (2nd ed.) New
York: Scott, Foresmen, 1953. 320 p.

Neisser, Edith G. BROTHERS AND SIS-
TERS. New York: Harper, 1951.
241 p.

Stone, Lawrence J., and Church, Joseph.
CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE.
New York: Random House, 1957. 456 p.

PAMPHLETS
Public Affairs Pamphlets ( child guidance,

family, marriage, and special family
concerns) Twenty -five cents each.
Fifty -four titles available. Address: 22
East 38 Street, New York 16, N.Y.

Human Relations Aids ( pamphlets dealing
with all age groups and all aspects of
human relations ) . Address : 104 East
25 Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Child Study Association of America, Inc.
( wide selection of pamphlets on all as-
pects of child rearing and development)
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MILK FEVER
G. H. Stott

Basic research at The University of
Arizona into the function of the para-
thyroid glands of dairy cattle has led
to the discovery that a lack of nutri-
tional phosphorus is a key factor in
causing the disease commonly known
as milk fever.

Known as the disease of many
theories, milk fever has long puzzled
scientists and put dread into the
hearts of dairymen who have lost their
best dairy cows through this malady.
Occurring only in mature dairy cows
which have lactated at least one time,
the onset generally takes place within
72 hours following calving.

The first symptoms are twitching
muscles or staggering, as if the animal
had lost its equilibrium. But most of
the time the sick cow is not discovered
till in a coma, the final stages of the
disease.

Low Calcium Level
Some 40 years ago, it was found

that the calcium in the blood of milk
fever cows was extremely low. When
an infusion of calcium salts was ad-
ministered, it would immediately
bring about a cure. Since the para-
thyroid glands secrete a hormone
which controls the level of blood cal-
cium, it was theorized that their lack
of secretion at the start of lactation
was the cause of milk fever. Though
the theory is based on circumstantial
evidence, it is widely accepted.

To test the theory, the parathyroid
glands were experimentally removed
from dairy cows at The University of
Arizona prior to calving and during
lactation. It was expected, if the
theory were true, that cows deprived
of their glands would show symptoms
of milk fever. No symptoms oc-
curred.

Further studies of the parathyroid
tissue and calcium and phosphorus
metabolism in cows having milk fever
led to the conclusion that dairy cows
are predisposed to milk fever during
lactation. The evidence indicated
that the predisposing factor is a lack
of available dietary phosphorus.

Dr. Stott is head of the Department of
Dairy Science.

Extra Phosphorus Helps
Feeding supplemental phosphorus

to a herd of dairy cows with a high
incidence ( 74 percent ) of milk fever
during lactation demonstrated that
this was true. None of the animals
showed symptoms of the disease dur-
ing the following calving period,
while their controls continued at a
high incidence.

Evidently, the lack of available
dietary phosphorus leads to excessive
bone reabsorption in dairy cows dur-
ing lactation, in order for them to
obtain sufficient phosphorus for the
high rate of metabolism and the secre-
tion of milk. Calcium is reabsorbed,
incidentally, at the same time, and
the excess excreted with waste ma-
terial. This results in a nutritional
negative calcium balance, with bore
stores being depleted.

This has led many nutritionists to
believe that more calcium is needed in
the dietary intake. Quite opposite is
the case. Dairy rations, inadvertent-
ly, are relatively high in calcium con-
tent. The excessive amount of cal-
cium tends to make the dietary phos-
phorus less available to the animal.
The common practice of adding cal-
cium to dairy rations is actually a
detriment to dairy cattle under most
conditions.

Abrupt Changes Occur
Normally, cows can regain their

mineral bone stores during their dry
period, but not so in milk fever cows.
They continue to lose bone calcium
and phosphorus. At parturition, as a
cow freshens, there is a sudden
change in many physiological condi-
tions. No longer is there a need for
calcium and phosphorus for fetal bone
development; there are high estrogen
levels, low parathyroid secretion, etc.,
all favoring a rapid restoring of cal-
cium and phosphorus in the "mineral
starved bone ".

So rapid does this accretion occur,
that the body fluids are deprived of
essential amounts of calcium and
phosphorus for normal function. The
symptoms of milk fever result.

A TYPICAL CASE of milk fever. Notice
the position of head which is typical of
this malady. The veterinarian is pre-
paring to infuse calcium salts intraven-
ously.

Cleanliness, Sprays
Control Carpet Beetles

Carpet beetles have increased in
Arizona during recent years because
of central heating and air -conditioned
homes, warns Leon Moore, extension
entomologist with The University of
Arizona.

The beetles, which feed on carpets,
over -stuffed furniture, d r a p e r i e s,
stuffed animal heads, feathers, cloth-
ing and other items, are controlled in
about the same manner as clothes
moths.

Cleaning of carp e t s , furniture,
clothing and draperies helps prevent
infestations. It is also helpful to place
movable items in the sun on warm
afternoons.

When damage appears in the car-
pets, spray with two per cent chlor-
dane or 0.5 percent lindane. Spray
walls of closets and chests of drawers
thoroughly," advises Moore. Remove
all clothing and other items and clean
thoroughly before spraying.

He warns, however, that carpet
beetles are hard to control. Be patient
but persistent. Use of insecticides
under carpets often is a big help, he
says.

A circular on control of beetles and
other household pests is available free
at the county agent's office in your
county.
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William E. Martin and William K. Goss

An article in the November- Decem-
ber 1962 issue of Progressive Agricul-
ture briefly outlined why farm size is
tending to grow. The problem was
illustrated with an empirical example
from Arizona's dairy industry. This
report is the second in a series of
analyses focusing on the relationships
between cost and size of operation.

The objective is to determine the
least -cost sizes for Arizona ranches.
Ranches tend to expand to the size
that allows the most efficient opera-
tion - that is, the size where costs
of production are a minimum. If
these sizes are known, one may make
inferences about the industry's future
pattern of growth.

' Based on Ranch Survey
A detailed survey of 34 south-

western Arizona ranches was made
to establish typical investment struc-
tures and management practices. Sup-
porting price and cost data were ob-
tained from businessmen and others
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working with and selling to ranchers.
From this basic data, representative
budgets for alternative types and
sizes of ranch operations were con-
structed.

Selected results are presented for
the eastern desert ranching area run-
ning roughly north and south from
Nogales to Florence Junction. This
area corresponds to the Bureau of
Land Management grazing area em-
ploying section 15 ( exclusive acreage )
leases.

Although the typical carrying capa-
city in this area is about 12 animal
units per section, capacity may vary

The authors are Associate Professor and
former Research Assistant, respectively, in
the Department of Agricultural Economics.

If the reader desires more information on
this subject, he may ask his county agricul-
tural agent for a copy of Technical Bulletin
155, "Cost -Size Relationships for South-
western Arizona Cattle Ranches."

RELATIONSHIP OF BEEF output, rangeland grazing capacity, and cost per hundred-
weight of beef produced, Southwest Desert Area cattle ranches, Area 1, 1960.

between sites from around 6 AUs
per section to nearly 30 AUs per sec-
tion. Given any fixed investment
combination and a given number of
cattle, different amounts of land and
improvements are necessary to sup-
port these cattle as rangeland carry-
ing capacity is varied. Thus the level
of a cost curve, showing how costs
vary as ranch size is changed, depends
upon the rangeland carrying capacity.

Involves Two Variables
Average costs of producing a hun-

dredweight of beef are shown in the
graph where both grazing capacity
differences and ranch size differences
are considered simultaneously. Costs
decrease rapidly at first, as size is in-
creased, then become nearly constant.
With larger outputs, more significant
cost decreases are associated with ob-
taining rangeland of better grazing
capacity.

Thus, ranchers operating with more
than 700 animal units ( about 1,700
hundredweight of beef output ) could
reduce costs more easily by obtaining
better land than by attempting to in-
crease the size of their operation.
Smaller ranchers, however, could de-
crease costs significantly by either
method. Since most Arizona ranches
now run less than 700 animal units,
there will be a continuing tendency
for average ranch size to increase.

The overall level of the cost surface
pictured in our graph may appear
quite high. This is because both ex-
plicit and implicit costs were included
in the analysis. That is, such costs
as depreciation of machinery and
equipment and interest on invested
capital were included, as well as di-
rect costs such as feed and labor. The
residual between average cost and
price received ( either positive or neg-
ative ) may be considered return to
management. Return to management
was negative for all but the most effi-
cient operators. In fact, few opera-
tors appeared to be covering the op-
portunity cost of their investment.

Could Do Better Elsewhere
Opportunity cost is the amount of

money that one could make if his
money were invested in an alternative
enterprise. Because the costs of ob-
taining grazing land are very high,
few if any ranchers could afford to
remain in business if returns from
raising and selling beef were their
only source of income.

The reasons for ranching, therefore,
(Continued on next page)
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Chemical Weed Control in Safflower
K. C. Hamilton, F. Carasso, and R. K. Thompson

Two weed problems occur in saf-
flower grown in the lower desert
valleys of Arizona. Winter annual
weeds, such as wild oat, London
rocket, and volunteer small grains that
germinate with safflower, compete
with the crop and often reduce yields.
Summer annual weeds, particularly
Russian thistle and sunflower that
germinate in the spring, make harvest
difficult or impossible.

Winter weeds can be controlled by
proper crop rotations, planting meth-
ods and mechanical cultivation. Sum-
mer annual weeds can best be con-
trolled by a competitive safflower
crop.

Since 1959 the Arizona Agricultural
Experiment Station has been evaluat-
ing herbicides in safflower to deter-

The authors are members of the Agronomy
Department. Dr. Hamilton is an agrono-
mist at Tucson, Mr. Carasso a research as-
sistant at Yuma, and Rex Thompson a re-
search associate at Mesa.

mine if they could be used to sup-
plement cultural practices. Herbi-
cides have been applied to the soil
before and after planting, as broad-
cast sprays after emergence and as
directed sprays at layby. In many
tests weed seeds were planted with
the safflower to insure adequate weed
stands.

Pre -Plant Method Best

The most successful method of her-
bicide treatment has been the broad-
cast, preplant applications. In flat -
planted, border- irrigated safflower,
herbicides were applied after the soil
surface was dry following the preplant
irrigation. Herbicides were immed-
iately incorporated by shallow disking
and the crop planted in moist soil. In
bed -planted, furrow -irrigated safflow-
er, herbicides were applied before
furrowing for the preplanting irriga-
tion.

The most effective herbicides have

WEEDS GROW in safflower on untreated, uncultivated plot
at Mesa, pictured below.

been ethyl N,N-di-n-propylthiolcar-
bamate ( EPTC ) and isopropyl N-
( 3- chlorophenyl) carbamate ( CIPC) .

Preplant applications of three to four
pounds per acre of EPTC or CIPC
have controlled most broadleaved and
grassy weeds for two to three months. -
This type of control is illustrated in
the photograph of the 4 -row plot
treated 10 weeks earlier with CIPC.

Response of weeds and crops to
EPTC and CIPC in tests at Yuma,
Mesa and Tucson during 1961 and
1962 are summarized in the table.
Both herbicides gave good weed con-
trol.

Few Weeds Left

Where herbicides were applied
there were few weeds present at har-
vest and only a trace of weed seed in
the harvested safflower. The use of
either herbicide resulted in increased
yields of safflower seed. In some
tests both herbicides have caused a
slight temporary stunting of safflower.

Where tests included both hand -
weeded and weedy ( weeds not re-
moved or treated with herbicides )

(Continued on next page)

NO WEEDS ARE PRESENT on safflower plots, shown below.
Photo taken in February, 1964, of plot treated with 3 pounds
per acre of CIPC before planting in December, 1963.
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must be as follows: First, there are
ranchers who purchased or inherited
property before the great increase in
land values. These people may re-
main in ranching by sacrificing an op-
portunity to sell their land and invest
the money more profitably elsewhere.
They are only sacrificing an opportun-
ity not cash.

Secondly, ranching is not simply a
business of raising and selling cattle.
Land holders may also be speculators

looking for capital gains. Finally, our
tax laws have made ranching an ex-
cellent tax shelter for investors with
other income. The cost surface in our
graph has assigned all costs to the
job of producing beef. While it
shows that beef production is not a
good profit opportunity as such, it
does not imply that the overall com-
plex of investing in beef cattle and
land is not profitable also.

Since at least part of these capital
investment opportunity costs evident-
ly may not be considered as applying

strictly to the production of beef, an
alternative cost surface could be con-
structed where all or part of these
capital costs are excluded. If all in-
terest on invested capital was ex-
cluded, the entire surface would be
lowered by about $18 per hundred-
weight. The shape of the surface is
not affected. Thus the implications
for optimum size of operation remain
the same, whether or not opportunity
costs on invested capital are recog-
nized.
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The Arizona Crop Improvement
Association recognizes four classes of
certified seed:

Breeder seed : This is seed direct-
ly controlled by the plant breeder,
firm or sponsoring agency. It pro-
vides the source of seed for the initial
and recurring increase of foundation
seed.

Foundation seed : Foundation seed
shall be seed stocks that are so han-
dled as to most nearly maintain spe-
ciEc genetic identity and purity. Pro-
duction must be carefully supervised
and approved by the certifying agen-
cy and /or the U of A Agricultural

5 Experiment Station.

Registered seed : Registered seed
shall be the progeny of foundation
seed, so handled as to maintain satis-
factory genetic identity and purity,
and which has been approved and
certified by the certifying agency.
This class of seed should be a quality
suitable for production of certified
seed.

Certified seed: Certified seed shall
be the progeny of foundation or reg-
istered seed, so handled as to maintain

(Continued from Previous Page)

plots, weed competition reduced saf-
flower yields as much as 65 percent,
depending on the type of weed
growth.

satisfactory genetic identity and pur-
ity, and which has been approved and
certified by the certifying agency.

When a new crop variety is de-
veloped, small lots of seed are in-
creased and eventually released to
Arizona growers. It would be easy
at this stage for the genetic purity
and identity of a new crop variety
to be lost or at best altered, if it were
not for a definite organized plan of
release of seed stocks.

Dependable Source of Seed

It is at this point that the Arizona
Crop Improvement Association comes
into the picture. The ACIA is a non-
profit, non -insured organization which
has been recognized and approved by
the state as the only seed certification
agency within the state.

When a new variety of outstanding
merit is ready for release, the plant
breeder or sponsoring agency will
contact the treasurer of the ACIA.
Together a plan is developed for re-
lease. Usually foundation class of
seed will be produced on the Agricul-
tural Experiment Stations and in spe-
cial cases on the farms of outstanding

Research on herbicides to control
weeds in safflower continues. Herbi-
cide combinations are being studied
to find treatments that are less ex-
pensive, more effective on weeds, and
safer for safflower.

Two Herbicides Efficient in Safflower

Herbicide
3 to 4 lb/A

Weed control Crop injury
percent estimated 0 = none 100 = dead

EPIC
.,,3 . CIPO

Check -untreated

o Degree of weed control

93%
98%

6
6
0

on untreated checks

Yield
lb /A

2,030
2,200
1,440

ABOVE, OFFICIAL seal of the Arizona
Crop Improvement Association.

growers. In either case the seed is
produced under a rigid set of rules
and field inspections which, if fol-
lowed, will prevent mixtures and con-
tamination with noxious weeds or
diseases, and will provide a continu-
ous source of dependable planting
seed.

This foundation seed is then distrib-
uted to qualified growers of registered
and certified seed, who agree to pro-
duce it under the rules of the ACIA.
These growers pay nominal fees to
have their crops inspected before and
after harvest, including a laboratory
analysis.

Certification Regulations
The Pure Seed Advisory Commit-

tee, directed by the dean of the Col-
lege of Agriculture, prescribes rules,
regulations and certification standards
which deal with seed purity and also
designates the crop varieties eligible
for certification. These rules and reg-
ulations must be consistent with those
of the International Crop Improve-
ment Association and must have ap-
proval of the Board of Directors of
the ACIA.

Because the ACIA is a non- profit
organization, cost of field inspection
is levied on a cost basis with a reason-
able sum held in reserve. From time
to time the cost is adjusted to meet
current demands by the Board of Di-
rectors.

Who Can Produce It?
Any grower, owner or operator,

may grow and produce certified seed
within Arizona if he meets the follow-
ing requirements:

A. Has a sincere interest in producing
high quality seed.

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from Previous Page)
B. Is willing and able to follow the

rules and regulations of the associ-
ation. The rules, regulations and
fees are listed in the association's
official handbook.

Production is Profitable
There are Arizona growers who

have produced certified seed and sup-
ported the program since its founding
in 1933. Many have made substantial
profits through sale of such seed and
have directed much of their opera-
tions toward this end. Others have
produced certified seed on a more
limited scale, often to keep their own
seed eligible for certification and to
provide a source of pure seed for
their neighbors.

Regardless of the motive there is a
definite need for the production of
certified seed in order to assure a sup-
ply of genetically pure planting seed
free of contaminating weeds and dis-
eases.

FIELD OF SONORA alfalfa grown for
seed increase on the Jack Shawver farm
near Glendale. Note at left the wide
spacing of rows.

Mystery Picture Answer
The answer to our mystery picture

quiz, in this issue on Page 4, is of
course Dr. Walker E. Bryan and his
sneaky old camera - the one with
telescopic lens. Actually, the cotton
field is some distance from Picacho
Peak. It's the telescopic lens which
swallowed up the in- between brush -
land at the foot of the mountain.

Weatherspoon Gets
$500 Graduate Award

Charles P. Weatherspoon of Tuc-
son has been named the winner of
the first Burkett -Cunningham- Dennis
$500 graduate award at The Uni-
versity of Arizona.

Weatherspoon is a senior in water-
shed management at the university.

He was chosen for the honor by
the national Alpha Zeta Foundation
of American.

TOP GAINING BRANGUS

Fastest rate of gain among all
of the young beef bulls in The
University of Arizona's gain -test
trials last winter was made by
this Brangus yearling from the
Floyd Newcomer herd at Yuma.
There were 45 animals in the
test trials, which ended Feb. 21.

Yuvalle Zero 47, above, made
an average gain of 3.61 pounds
per day during the 140 days he
was on trial. Among the 45 bulls
in the U of A test, average daily
gain was 2.75 pounds.

In the over -all index which
combines conformation, scoring

grade and gaining ability, this
Brangus rated 117, highest in the
lot. The index is based on 100
for the average of all bulls in the
test group.

In the conformation score, Yu-
valle Zero 47 was given a rating
of "choice."

This Brangus yearling, No.
21054 in the Brangus registry
book, was born March 18, 1963.
He is sired by Yuvalle Zero 12,
and his dam is Yuvalle Miss 293.

The Newcomer Brangus herd
has a national reputation for
quality.
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